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AGAINST THE DEFENCES OF THE RUHR

Last night's heavy raid on the Ruhr Drought the tonnage of bombs dropped on

Germany this month to very near 5,000 tons*

The attack meant confronting tho full defences of the Ruhr, An experienced
commander of a Halifax flight, a Squadron Leader D.F.C., described what our crews

had to get through.

"We were over the Ruhr for about twenty minutes to make a reconnaissance report",

he said, "and we could feel tho explosion of shells just beneath us and some times

hear them. The defences are so strong and their area is so vast that each of our

aircraft must have been over it for at least 15 minutes, especially if they had to

search for their targets. That is a long time when guns and searchlights are

trying to got you.

"If you are attacking a target on the outskirts of the Ruhr it is not so bad.

It is rather like attacking Cologne, where there are about five hundred guns. But

if it is right in the heart of the Ruhr, whichever way you go in you've got to get

to the centre of a gun defended area five times as big as that round Cologne* So

to fly even within three or four miles of your target you will have to pass

hundreds of guns."

Our bombers found a fair amount of cloud over the target, though there was far

more over the North Sea on the way out. Yet above the clouds it was very clear, and

it was often possible to see an aircraft a quarter of a mile away* So it was a

good night for fighters, and many were sighted.

One Wellington, a very early arrival, passed six German fighters flying in

pairs and outlined against the moon. The pilot was just about to open his bomb

doors when his rear gunner called out "fighter dead astern".

What followed this warning was told by the sergeant pilot, an Edinburgh man,

who was captain of the aircraft*

"I heard the warning," he said, "but then the intercomm became weak. So I

could not hear the rear gunner's directions - only the stutter of his Browning guns

as he opened up at the German, Simultaneously the fighter's cannon shells began,

tearing into us. The noise was terrific but the most sickening part of it was the

smell of cordite. As I did a 90 degrees bank-turn to port, I saw out of my left

window that the German fighter was falling away in a spiral dive with flames coming

from its cockpit and both wings.

"It was difficult to pull the Wellington out of the turn, A length of

trailing edge was ripped from the starboard wing, and the starboard ailerons had

gone. I pulled her out on the elevators, opened the bomb doors, and our bombs

dropped within the inner defencesof Essen,

"We then surveyed our damage, which included tho destruction of the electrical

circuit and the hydraulic system so that the rear gunner's turret would no

longer rotate.

"Then we saw another fighter, I was unable to bank fully so I semi-banked,

pushed down the nose, and kicked on the top rudder. This got us away from the

fighter, but at that moment I thought I had been hit in the right leg, I have an

old wound caused by a ground accident, and I think the muscles must suddenly have

knotted with the force of the kick. On the way back I continually had to use my

right knee on the control column to keep the aircraft steady; the muscles seemed

to be still knotted and were painful.

/The wireless operator
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"The wireless operator was in real trouble. Both his feet were peppered

with cannon shell splinters. But it was not until he thought that we were

comparatively clear of danger that ho said to me ’I think I have been hit'.

Before we left the Continent we were finding it difficult to maintain height

because much of the geodetics and most of the fabric had been torn off aft of

the flare chute. Weaving violently, we scurried as fast as we could for the

Dutch coast. We ran slap over the flare path of a fighter aerodrome, and side-

slipped out of searchlights down to two thousand feet.

"Over the sea our port engine stuttered and oil pressure went from 60

to zero. The navigator pumped in a gallon of oil and the engine picked up

again, but not for long. Forty wiles out over the sea. we saw two more Hun

fighters and heard them talking. Karl said something to Heinrich and Heinrich

said ’
Ja',

and then they both came in at us. I gave my knee another spasm as

we side-slipped into cloud at twelve hundred feet.

"The port engine packed up twelve miles from the English coast. Because

I had no useful flaps or undercarriage - when I worked the levers they merely

flopped about - I asked the crew if they would like to bale out. But they
decided to stay in the kite with me while I made what turned out to be a very

difficult landing•"

This sergeant pilot had a rough time on three trips over Hamburg and also

over Bremen and Oldenburg, He remembers Oldenburg because there his Wellington

"acquired a few perforations". He and his crew were immensely cheered last

night, not only by having watched the German fighter go down, but also by the

fires in the Ruhr which they could still see as they crossed the Dutch coast on

the way home.

At dusk, a few hours before the attank on the Ruhr, light bombers reached

Wiesbaden. They had set off without fighter escort, and, in daylight and without

cloud cover, they had travelled a distance across enemy country equal to that

from London to Durham. On both the outward and return journeys the bombers flow

through flak areas and fighter zones, but none of them was attacked by fighters

or hit by gunfire.

Their objective was a factory in the neighbourhood of Wiesbaden.

"The quarter moon was on our port beam", said the observer, "but as we crossed

the Rhine there was still enough daylight to see fifteen miles up or down river

on either side of us. The factory is away on the right bank. I put down the

bombs in a long stick. The first hit the left bonk, and the second fell in

the river - I saw the white splash. But the rest of the stick dropped well on

the target, and there were vivid blue flashes."

Incendiaries as well as high explosive bombs were carried by the attackers,
and other crews reported hits among factory buildings and railway sidings near-

by. Flames and smoke showed that a fire had been started.

Returning in the darkness the bombers scattered. One, flying high,
reported a temperature of 20 degrees below zero centigrade. Another flew bank

just above the tree-tops.
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